The focal point of this paper is a control system subjected to parametric uncertainty. Motivated by the newly emerging theory of probabilistic robustness, the risk of performance violation is assessed with uncertainty bounds which exceed classical deterministic margins. For a wide class of problems, the Uniformity Principle (UP) makes it possible to estimate the probability of performance satisfaction with almmt no apriori statistical information about the uncertainty. The application of the UP is, however, limited to problems satisfying certain convexity and symmetricity conditions. This paper extends the application of the UP by working with a so-called unireetangulan'ty condition.
Introduction
The takeoff point for this paper is a control system described in terms of an !-tuple of uncertain parameters q = (a, q 2 , . . . , qt). Each q E R ' defines a system S, and Q c RL is a given hyper-rectangle defining the shape for the uncertainty. Within this standard setting, Classical robustness margin problems are formulated by allowing the radius of the uncertainty bounding set r L 0 to be variable. That is, with
we obtain a family of systems indexed by q E Qr. Let P denote a desired property to be satisfied by every system in the family; e.g., Property P might represent a specification involving stability, overshoot or rise time. Classical robustness theory is aimed at checking if all members of the uncertain family possesses Property P and determining the classical robustness margin rmar sup{r : S, has Property P for all q E Qr}.
For many problems of practical interest, however, the quantity r,, is difficult to compute. Instead, some algorithm A is applied to obtain a provable robustness radius TO 5 r".
In this paper, motivated by [1]-[5]
, we adopt the +Funding for this research was provided by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS9418709.
probabilistic point of view and assume that q is a random vector having support i&.
In order to quantify conservatism of deterministic robustness margins, a natural question is: How far can the uncertainty radius r be extended beyond the classical margin ro in exchange of a small risk probability p = e that Property P is violated? For risk e > 0, this leads to the notion of a risk-adjusted robustness margin &(e) as in [6] . Since it is natural to evaluate Rmax(e) via Monte Carlo sampling, the following question arises: What probability distribution should be assumed for q? Since such an apriori probability distribution for q is typically unavailable in a robustness setting, this difficulty is circumvented via the new framework in [5]; i.e., we consider distributional robustness. In this new setting, a class of probability density functions F,. is specified for q and we define
Associated with the determination of Rmax(E) above is the target set or the set of good parameters Qgood = { q E R' : Property ' P is satisfied by &}.
Hence, the &=(e) formula above is equivalent to
where qf is the random variable with probability density function f E 3,.
The definition of the class of probability density functions 3,-is motivated in large measure by manufacturing considerations: If a system parameter includes uncertainty q; with known bounds l q j l < r;, then the use of the paradigm in [5] only requires minimal apriori information about the density function f;(zi) for qi. Namely, qj has zero mean, fj(zj) is symmetric about z; = 0 and large manufacturing d e viations are less probable than small ones. That is, if 0 5 zo 5 Z b 5 r;, then f;(Zb) 5 f;(za). This situation is depicted in Figure 1 with r = 20.
The method to obtain &(E) is applicable to almost all problems for which there exists a deterministic alge rithm A leading to a rolbustness margin ro. The procedure in this paper can lx used to amplify ro to obtain a larger risk-adjusted radius &(E) 2 ro baaed upon sampling uncertainty boxes 8,. The key idea involves repeated applications of the algorithm A. For each sample qk, the algorithm A is applied to an appropriately constructed deteriministic problem and a "count" is kept on the number of succe88e8 (satisfaction of P) versus failures. The reliability of the estimate of the probability of performance depends on the number of samples but is easily slhown to be independent of the uncertainty dimension.
A Theorem Stated in Probabilistic Terms
The highlight of this section, Theorem 2.5, is a "step ping stone" for probabilistic robustness analysis provided in Section 3. 
The notion of a sharp probabiliistic estimator is also central to this paper. If ro 5 rmax is a robustness radius provided by some algorithm A, we seek a risk-adjusted robustness radius &(E) which is sharp in the sense that
for all risk levels 0 5 E 5 1. Notice that, with uncertainty q restricted to the box of radius &(E), it is assured that Prob(qf E ggood} 2 1 -e for all admissible densities f E F R~(~) .
In contrast to [6] , however, we make no convexity assumption prOb{q E &good} >_ prOb{q E Qgood,uni) 2 1 -E .
Random Variablles:
We consider a random vector X = (X1,Xz ,...,. Xl) E RL with components Xi which axe independent and satisfy the assumptions in [5] . Namely, the support set for each Xi is an interval [-rj,ri] . Without loss of generality, we take all r; = r via an appropriate scaling of the X i . Next, for each Xi, an admissible density function fi is required to be symmetric with respect to zero and nonincreaaing in Izjl. The class of such densities, whose support is the hypercube defined by r, is denoted by 3,.
Given any admissible density function f E F,, let X j to be the asso<:iated random vector. The uniform distribution for X is denoted by U, and u,,j reprewnts the uniform diskribution for the component X i .
Definition of Unirectangularity:
Given any z = ( q , z a , . . . , zt), its rectangular projection is
With this notation, a tat X C R' is said to be unirectdngdar if R(z) C X for all z E X . Figure 2 . To see t'hat unirectangularity is different from convexity, note that an &dimensional convex ellipsoid X is not necwarily unirectangular; e.g., see Given X s Rf , its unirectangular internal hull is defined by
This construction is illustrated in Figure 3 with X being a two-dimensional ellipe.
Theorem:
Let X C Rt be a unirectangular set;
i.e., Xunj = X . Then, given r > 0, Proof: First, given any 0 5 e 5 1, the inequality R m u ( E ) 2 & ( E ) is a straightforward consequence of the definitions in Section 1. Next, given any r 5 ro, the set containments Qr C Qr, E Qgood and Qr C Q* guarantees that for any f E F, and r 5 ro, we have Prob{qf E Q*} = 1. Hence, for any 0 5 e 5 1, the inequality &(E) 2 ro holds and it follows that &(E) is a sharp probabilistic estimator. Next, note that &* is a unirectangular set. By Theorem 2.5, the minimum probability that qf E Q* is attained by the uniform distribution U,.
Remark:
In the numerical method to follow, the set Q* is obtained implicitly. For the case when the algorithm A is exact in the sense that A(Q,) = l if and only if Property P is satisfied for all q E Q,, the estimate of & ( E ) corresponds to the case Q* = Qgood,unj.
The Deterministic Algorithm:
Consider an algorithm A which is used to compute a robustness margin ro 5 r m m . Given any uncertainty box Qr, let For example, if A corresponds to testing some inequality (a sufficient condition) guaranteeing Property P, then A(&,) = 1 indicates that the inequality is satisfied for all q E Qr. Hence, rm, 2 ro = sup{r : A(Q,) = 1). 
Construction of a Sharp
Estimator: Let N denote the number of samples of q to be taken
Numerical Examplea
In this section, we illustrate the preceding theory. is used. To this end, the lower bound is easy to establish for general matrix norms. Since the matrix norm above is a convex function with respect to the entries of AA, the maximum above need only be taken over extrema1 coimbinations AAij = f s i j .
Interval Polynoxnial
To illustrate the theory in this paper, a matrix norm is exploited which makes it possible to avoid the combinatorially explosive vertex sweep above. Namely with matrix norm llMlldo being the largest column sum for M , the stability radius above is readily shown to be To motivate the result to follow, consider a control system involving two system matrices each underge ing unstructured perturbation; e.g., say A1 E R " 1 x " 2
and A2 E R"JX"* are the nominal matrices and their perturbed versions are
with classical singular value bounds IIAAiI1 = $ A A ) I r l ; llAA2II = F(AA2) I r2.
The dimension of the uncertainty space is e = nln2 + n3n4 and it is natural to partition R' into its component x1 E R"Ina associated with the entries of A1 and the second component x2 E R"3"4 associated with the entries of A2. In view of the above, we now provide a generalization of the framework of Sections 2 and 3 for an arbitrary number of uncertain groups. The rectangular projection set defined above is an n-dimensional hyper-rectangle in Rf with the segment [0, z] being its principal diagonal. To illustrate, consider the case t = 3 and the minimal partition p = (3).
Then, for each I E R3, the set %(I) is just the principal diagonal itself, a one-dimensional segment [0, x] ; see Figure 6 . On the other extreme, the maximal partition p = {1,1,1} leads to a,(~) being the whole three-dimensional rectangle. A nontrivial partition, say p = (2, l}, corresponds to the two-dimensional rectangle which is represented by the shaded region. The class of densities satisfying conditions presented in this section is denoted by 3r,p and Xf is taken to be a random vector with density f . Finally, the uniform distribution over the support set is denoted by U,. The generalization of Theorem 2.5 does not include its proof which is quite similar to that given in Section 2 and requiring Theorem 6.3 in [7l. 
Theorem

